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papers to journals. •  Instead he prepares diatribes and blogs them, as “work in progress.” •  This issue is too important to be left to the bickering of two old men. •  He was kind enough to share with me the 38-page attack he wants to post about The End of Error: Unum Arithmetic. •  I will respond in part here.
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Try the formula Area =
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IEEE Quad Precision (128 bits, 34 decimals): Let a = b = 7/2 + 3·2–111, c = 7. If c is 7 light years long, 3 ULPs is ~1/200 the diameter of a proton. The correct area is about 55 times the surface area of the earth. To 34 decimals: 3.147842048749004252358852654945507⋯×10–16 square light years.
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This is within 11 ULPs of the correct area, but it takes hours to figure out such an approach. It also uses twice as many operations, but that’s not the issue: it’s the people cost of the approach.
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(higher precision than quad) •  Result is a rigorous bound accurate to 31 decimals: 3.14784204890042523588526549455070⋯×10–16 < Area < 3.14784204890042523588526549455139⋯×10–16 The size of that bound is the area of a square 8 nanometers on a side. No need to rewrite the formula.
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Result Type of information loss Error / bound size



< Area 
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In trying to count to a billion, IEEE floats (32-bit) produce 16777216. “Compensated Summation will be illustrated by application to a silly sum Gustafson uses on p. 120 to justify what unums do as intervals do, namely, convey numerical uncertainty via their widths.” (Misreading. Actually, the example was to show how unums can automatically adjust range and precision to get the exact answer.)
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FAIL (Attempting to sum to 109 gives NaN.)



•  Rewriting code to compensate for rounding is very error-prone;



even Kahan didn’t get it right. •  Approach uses much more human coding effort and three times as many bits to produce a wildly wrong answer. •  Examples like this need to be tested, not merely asserted.
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Kahan’s “infinitesimal” (his term) becomes unum (0, ε).
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But f″(x) is not bounded throughout. Kahan uses the formula anyway! Also, Kahan says my method is O(n2). Willful misunderstanding. Obviously not true (see figure above).
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Invective worked for Donald Trump, but… is this really the right way to discuss mathematics?
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